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Abstract
This paper presents a self-contained pump-controlled hydraulic linear drive including an innovative load
holding sub-circuit. For safety critical applications such as crane manipulators, locking valves or load
holding valves are enforced by legislation, but the load holding functionality may also be used actively to
decrease the energy consumption for applications where the load is kept stationary for longer periods of
time. The system proposed in this paper is based on a simple hydraulic architecture using two variablespeed electric motors each connected to a fixed-displacement pump. This architecture is well-known in
academic literature, but in this paper a novel load holding sub-circuit has been included. To control this
load holding functionality, the low chamber pressure needs to be controlled accurately, while still being
able to control the motion of the cylinder piston as well. Due to strong cross-couplings between cylinder
piston motion and chamber pressures this task is non-trivial. The control for opening the locking valves
is indirect in the sense that it is controlled via the chamber pressures, which are actively controlled. The
fundamental control strategy presented in this paper is based on transforming the highly coupled physical
states to virtual states, significantly reducing cross-couplings.
As a case study, a two link medium sized knuckle boom crane is selected as an application example. Simulation results confirm the applicability of the proposed system. Appropriate position tracking
performance has been achieved for the considered motion trajectory, while the low chamber pressure is
controlled in a satisfying manner. A smooth transition from motion operating mode to load holding mode
is achieved, with the system not requiring any input energy to keep the load stationary when the hydraulic
cylinder lock is engaged.
Keywords: Energy efficient hydraulic actuation, pump-controlled cylinder, cylinder direct drive, multivariable control, load holding, safety functionality, cylinder lock

1 Introduction

(Quan et al., 2014; Weber et al., 2016). Conventionally, several cylinders are supplied from a centralised
Hydraulic linear actuation technology is well-known for hydraulic power unit (HPU), and individual valves conits high power and force densities. This often makes trol the motion of each cylinder by throttling the chamthe technology the preferred solution for applications ber flows. The resulting pressure loss inherently leads
characterised by low speed high force operation. Such to a poor energy efficiency of conventional hydraulic
applications may include large industrial machinery, systems. To improve the energy efficiency, a load sense.g. presses, test-equipment, construction machines, ing HPU is often utilised. Here the supply pressure
and cranes. In many industries the preferred linear is adjusted to the needs of the cylinder requiring the
hydraulic actuator is the standard differential cylinder
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largest pressure, which reduces the throttling losses,
especially if the pressure level is similar for all consumers. In situations where a slowly moving consumer
requires a high supply pressure, while a fast moving
consumer requires a low supply pressure, significant
pressure losses are however still present.
To significantly increase the energy efficiency, the
throttle based control clearly needs to be eliminated,
while preserving controllability, still at a reasonable
cost level. An obvious idea is to completely replace
the hydraulic technology with a competing technology,
such as electro-mechanical drives, e.g. ball or roller
screws. Due to low reliability under high load conditions (e.g. shock load damage) and limited force capabilities this technology is not well-suited for all applications (Hagen et al., 2017; Padovani et al., 2019).
Another idea is to stay with the hydraulic technology
and the centralised HPU, and replace the control valve
with other components. The so-called digital hydraulic
technology is one approach for doing so. One branch
of digital hydraulics considers multi-chamber cylinders.
Here the conventional control valve is replaced by several on/off valves which may be supplied by multiple
pressure lines (Hedegaard Hansen et al., 2017; Linjama
et al., 2003; Hedegaard Hansen and Pedersen, 2016;
Hedegaard Hansen et al., 2018). In Donkov et al. (2017,
2018) a simulation study investigating actuation of a
knuckle boom crane using the digital hydraulic technology was conducted. The results show an improved
energy efficiency, but an unsatisfying tracking performance due to the discrete valve switching.
Recently, industrial and academic interest into selfcontained pump-controlled cylinder drive technology
has been increasing. Here the idea is to replace the
conventional control valve and the centralised HPU,
with one or more electric motors and hydraulic pumps
to control each cylinder. This solution holds several
benefits compared to conventional control valves. The
resistive losses associated with throttling are ideally
eliminated, leading to a significantly improved energy
efficiency. This is furthermore strengthened because
self-contained cylinder drives are generally able to recover energy in aided load situations. Secondly, all
components, i.e. cylinder, motors, pumps, pressurised
oil tank, hydraulic manifold, are integrated into a single
unit, eliminating the need of piping to the centralised
HPU.
A general challenge for controlling a differential
cylinder directly by the pump flow is to compensate the uneven flow requirements originating from
the asymmetry of the cylinder.
Two fundamentally different solutions may be found in literature:
valve-compensated and pump-compensated architectures (Costa and Sepehri, 2018). A comprehensive
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overview of both compensation topologies is given in
Ketelsen et al. (2019b).
In valve-compensated architectures a single (symmetric) pump is often used, which requires auxiliary
valves to handle cylinder flow asymmetry. In Michel
and Weber (2012); Hewett (1994); Çalkan et al. (2015)
an inverse shuttle valve is used to always connect
the low pressure chamber of the cylinder with the
low pressure reservoir. In Rahmfeld and Ivantysynova
(2001); Padovani et al. (2019); Schneider et al. (2014)
this is achieved using pilot-operated check valves. To
avoid oscillatory valve switchings - so-called mode oscillation - for certain load situations, Padovani et al.
(2020); Gøytil et al. (2020) suggests using actively controlled on/off valves. A common disadvantage of valvecompensated architectures compared to conventional
valve-control, is the fact that the pressure in the low
pressure chamber is close to the low pressure reservoir.
This lowers the drive stiffness which in turn causes the
realisable control bandwidth to decrease, and thus limits the application range of these concepts.
The uneven flow requirement may also be compensated by mounting multiple pumps, typically two, on
the same shaft. Here the displacement ratio of the
pumps must be matched to the cylinder asymmetry.
This strategy has been investigated in Pedersen et al.
(2014); Brahmer (2012); Minav et al. (2014); Grønkær
et al. (2020); Schmidt et al. (2020), where the issues
of low pressure operation similar to valve-compensated
architectures are also present. To avoid low pressure
operation Schmidt et al. (2019b,a), suggested to include rectifying check valves in combination with actively controlled proportional valves. This enables controlling the cylinder flow into the cylinder by the pump
and flow from the cylinder using proportional valves.
Another approach to avoid low pressure operation
is given in Schmidt et al. (2015, 2017). Here a third
pump, only active in the forward direction is included.
By advanced control efforts, it was proven experimentally possible, to control the pressure in the low pressure chamber and thus maintain a desired drive stiffness, while in motion. In Ketelsen et al. (2018), this
drive concept was used for actuation of a middle sized
two link knuckle boom crane. Simulation results suggested a significantly improved energy efficiency compared to a conventional load sensing system. For a
real life working trajectory the consumed energy was
lowered by 60 %.
The drive concept utilised in Ketelsen et al.
(2018) lacked the safety functionality often realised by
counter-balance-valves (CBV) in conventional systems,
i.e. a flow-blocking device ensuring that in case of
power shutdown or overrunning loads controllability of
the load is not lost. This is done by ensuring that a cer-
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tain back pressure is always present during operation.
In pump-controlled systems CBV’s may be utilised as
well. CBV’s are however throttling devices, meaning
that these typically reduce the achievable energy efficiency and may preclude the opportunity of energy
recovery in certain load situations (Imam et al., 2017;
Jalayeri et al., 2015).
Cylinder locking or load holding may also be
achieved by installing pilot-operated check valves or
logic elements in the main transmission lines. As shown
in Padovani et al. (2019), this may lead to undesired
oscillatory valve openings and piston motion, for some
configurations of the pilot-operated check valves. In
Hagen et al. (2018) and Schneider et al. (2014) the pilot pressure is controlled using an electrically actuated
on/off valve which avoids oscillatory check valve openings.
Due to a desire of keeping safety functionality in hydraulic/mechanical components, without compromising energy efficiency and controllability an innovative
load holding concept is presented in this paper. The
functionality of this circuit is based upon the requirement that the low chamber pressure may be controlled
rather accurately for all operating scenarios. Therefore
the triple pump concept, investigated by the authors
in Ketelsen et al. (2018) is found infeasible.
Instead a circuit architecture based on two variablespeed electrical prime movers, each connected to a
fixed-displacement pump is utilised. This gives the required controllability, being able to control both piston motion and the lower chamber pressure. This
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Figure 1: Asymmetric cylinder controlled by the dual
variable-speed pump (DvSP) system.

dual variable-speed pump drive is abbreviated DvSP
in the following. Using two prime movers increases
the scalability of the drive, which may be important
for applications requiring large actuator powers, such
as crane manipulators (Ketelsen et al., 2019a; Gøytil
et al., 2019). The idea of using two variable flow suppliers is not new. For variable-displacement pumps this
is found in Dantlgraber (1993); Feuser et al. (1995);
Lodewyks (1994). For two variable-speed prime movers
this is considered in Helduser (1999); Neubert (2002).
However none of the mentioned references consider
controlling a load holding device in combination with
two prime movers.
This paper is organized in the following order: In
the next section the hydraulic system is presented. In
section 3 an application example chosen as a knuckle
boom crane is presented. The hydraulic architecture
has a wide application range, but a knuckle boom crane
is found to be a well suited application, due to the
requirement of safety/load holding functionality and
the need of four quadrant operation including smooth
switching between quadrants. In section 4 and 5 nonlinear and linear models are derived and an analysis of
the input-output cross couplings is presented. Based on
the results of the coupling analysis, a control strategy
based on state decoupling is derived in section 6 and
7. In section 8 simulation results are presented.

2 Pump-Controlled Cylinder Drive
with Self-Locking Ability
The proposed DvSP drive is shown in Fig. 1. The
concept consists of a closed-circuit pump, P1 , which is
connected to both cylinder chambers and driven by the
variable-speed electric machine M1 . An open circuit
pump P2 is driven by the variable-speed electric machine M2 and provides uneven chamber flow compensation. A pressurized accumulator is used for storing the
cylinder rod volume, compression volume and thermal
expansion volume. To keep the reservoir pressure low,
a large gas volume is needed. For the current study a
gas volume of 288 L is used. Recently Ketelsen et al.
(2020a,b) suggested implementing a gasless reservoir in
pump-controlled systems to increase system compactness. For filtering a hydraulic filter is included. Check
valves CV6 and CV7 ensure uni-directional filter flow.
The valves LHA and LHB are used to lock the cylinder. These valves are closed unless the pilot pressure is
high enough to open the valve against the spring force.
The pilot pressure is controlled using the inverse shuttle valve, SV, which is supplying the lowest chamber
pressure to the pilot line. To avoid undesired loss of
pilot pressure the shuttle valve must switch in open
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rather than closed transition. If the lowest chamber
pressure is controlled appropriately, oscillatory openings of the load holding valves may be avoided. The
three valves LHA , LHB and SV constitute the cylinder
lock/load holding sub-circuit and ensure that the hydraulic cylinder is locked if the lowest pressure is not
controlled to be larger than the opening pressure of
LHA , LHB . In case of hose leak, power cut-off or similar emergency the load is going to move slightly until
the volume increase in one of the chambers causes the
pressure to decrease, in turn causing the load holding
valves to close. This effectively locks the cylinder piston and load. On the other hand, if the lowest chamber
pressure is successfully controlled to be larger than the
full open pressure of the load holding valves, the cylinder piston is unlocked and controllable. Please note
that the load holding valves should be sized, such that
the pressure drop at full cylinder flow is small.

2.1.1 Four Quadrant Motion Operation Mode

In the four operating quadrants given in Fig. 2 the
lower chamber pressure is controlled to ensure that the
load holding valves are fully open. Notice that in the
figure, chamber pressures and their adjacent transmission lines are the same color to indicate that the pressure drop across the load holding valves in motion operating mode is considered negligible.
In the first quadrant, Fig. 2a, the external load prescribes the piston side chamber pressure PA to be larger
than the rod side chamber pressure PB , such that PB
is controlled to ensure the load holding valves are fully
open. The cylinder is extending meaning that pump
1 is moving oil from the rod chamber to the piston
chamber while pump 2 is delivering fluid from the accumulator to the piston side chamber. Both motors
are supplying energy to the system in this quadrant. If
the cylinder area ratio is 0.5, the two pumps need to
supply the same amount of flow statically.
In the second quadrant Fig. 2b, the cylinder retracts
under an assistive load. Both motors act as generators
in this operating quadrant and a potential for recover2.1 Operation Modes
ing some of the energy supplied by the load exists.
In the third and fourth quadrant the external load
In Fig. 2 a simplified schematics of the DvSP drive prescribes PB > PA . An important difference from
is shown in motion operating mode (a) to (d) and in quadrant 1 and 2, is the fact that the operation mode
self-locking/load holding mode (e) and (f). The desired of the electric machines is not identical. For example
operation modes are described in the following.
in the third quadrant, motor 1 is supplying energy to
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Figure 2: Four quadrant operation schematics of a asymmetric cylinder controlled by the DvSP-system.
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Figure 3: (a) Example of knuckle boom crane with two links provided by National Oilwell Varco c ; (b) Simplified drawing of the knuckle boom crane used as a case study. The considered motion trajectory in
tool center space is indicated.
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Figure 4: Considered motion trajectory in actuator
space.

A relevant application for studying the DvSP drive is
the actuation of crane manipulators. During emergencies e.g. power-shutdown or hose burst, the load needs
to be locked passively by hydraulically and/or mechanically actuated components. Furthermore, the power
requirements for large crane manipulators may be sub-
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In load holding mode, Fig. 2e and 2f, the smallest
transmission line pressure is below the cracking pressure of the load holding valves, such that these are fully
closed. This means that the cylinder piston is hydraulically locked. In the case of emergency i.e. power loss or
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to yield zero torque on
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the system while motor 2 is in generator mode. The
opposite is true in the fourth quadrant. This situation
arises, because the pressure in the low pressure chamber is required to be above the accumulator pressure,
to open the load holding valves. If this was not desired, motor 2 would be idling in quadrants 3 and 4.
For operation in the third and fourth quadrant, it is
beneficial to have a shared DC supply to the frequency
converters controlling the motion of the two motors.
This would facilitate that the power generated by one
motor, may be supplied directly to the other motor.
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Figure 5: Actuator loads for DvSP system as a function
of piston position XP .
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4 Mathematical Model of the
DvSP Drive
During nominal operation of the DvSP drive the pressure relief valves PRV1 to PRV4 and the check valves
CV1 to CV4 in Fig. 1 are closed at all times. By further assuming CV5 to CV7 and the filter (FIL) to be
ideal the hydraulic schematic in Fig. 1 may be reduced
to the one depicted in Fig. 6, and used for deriving the
non-linear system model.
Considering Fig. 6, the DvSP system is modelled by
Eq. (1)-(18). Cylinder cross port leakage is assumed
negligible, and the following definitions are made VA =
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stantial, meaning that sharing this between two electrical prime movers improves the scalability compared
to single prime mover architectures.
To show the applicability of the proposed system architecture, a medium sized knuckle boom crane similar
to the one shown in Fig. 3 is selected as a case study.
For the study presented in this paper, the knuckle
boom actuator (cylinder 2) is considered for actuation
by the DvSP drive, while the main actuator (cylinder
1) is kept stationary. This is chosen to keep focus on
main functionality and control of the hydraulic architecture, rather than control and performance on the
machine level (crane). Using the knuckle boom actuator as a case study is suitable, since this requires
operation in all four operating quadrants (see Fig. 2).
Furthermore the DvSP drive is commanded to enable
load holding mode at point A, meaning that the transition back and forth between motion and load holding
mode is tested as well. The considered trajectory in
actuator space is given in Fig. 4
Seen from the actuator perspective the trajectory
may be considered an advanced drive task, due to
the four operation quadrants, enabling/disabling of the
load holding functionality and the large parameter variations typical for actuating a crane manipulator (See
Fig. 5).
For brevity, it has been decided to focus on how the
DvSP drive performs under such demanding conditions
rather than focusing on modelling/parametrisation of
a specific crane. Therefore it has been chosen to use
a dynamic mechanical model of the considered crane
(Fig. 3b) that was derived by the authors in Ketelsen
et al. (2018). Here it suffices to show the equivalent
inertia and gravitational load (see Fig. 5) experienced
by the knuckle boom actuator, when performing the
motion trajectory shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 4. The
velocity dependent forces (e.g. Coriolis forces) are not
shown in Fig. 5, due to insignificance compared to the
gravitational load.
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Figure 6: Asymmetric cylinder controlled by DvSPsystem.
V0A + AA XP , VB = V0B − AB XP , α = AB /AA . The
volumes VPB , VPA , VPI and V0 (pipe/hose connection
to accumulator) are constant.
ẌP =

AA (PA −αPB )−ẊP Bv −FC tanh(γsign(ẊP ))−f (XP ,ẊP )
Meq


βA 
QA − ẊP AA
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βB 
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(2)
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βPB
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βPI
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QLE − QPA2
VACC +V0 −Vg
Vg
+ κPACC
βACC

(7)

Vg =




VACC

 κ1

VACC

P0
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pACC < p0
pACC > p0

(8)

QPA1 = ω1 D1 − K1 (PPA − PPB ) − K1 (PPA − PACC )

(9)

QPB = ω1 D1 − K1 (PPA − PPB ) + K1 (PPB − PACC )

(10)

QPA2 = ω1 D2 − K2 (PPA − PACC )
QLE = K1 (PPA − PACC ) + K1 (PPB − PACC )

(11)
(12)
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p

5 Linear Models and Coupling
Analysis

|PPA − PA | sign(PPA − PA ) (13)
p
QB = xvB KQv |PB − PPB | sign(PB − PPB ) (14) Two linear models are defined according to the two
p
QASV = (1 − xsv )KQsv |PPA − PPI | sign(PPA − PPI ) (15) distinct operation modes, i.e. motion operation mode
and load holding mode.
p
QBSV = xsv KQsv |PPB − PPI | sign(PPB − PPI ) (16) When deriving the linear models, Meq and the accumulator pressure as well as the gravitational load and
ω̈1 = ωn2 ω1,ref − 2ζωn ω̇1 − ωn2 ω1
(17) Coriolis force contained in f (X , Ẋ ) are assumed conP
P
ω̈2 = ωn2 ω2,ref − 2ζωn ω̇2 − ωn2 ω2
(18) stant close to the linearisation point. The bulk modulus are assumed equal and constant (β0 ) in all control

0
for PPI ≤ PCR

volumes. Similarly the volume of the cylinder chamPI −PCR
for PCR < PPI < POP
xvA = xvB = PPOP
bers are assumed constant close to the linearisation
−P
CR

1
for PPI ≥ POP
point, and defined by VA0 = VA |x0 , VB0 = VB |x0 ,
(19) ρ = VB /VA , ρ0 = VB0 /VA0 , with x0 being the state

for PPA < PPB
0
vector at the linearisation point.
xsv = 0.5 for PPA = PPB
(20)

1
for PPA > PPB

5.1 Motion Operation Mode

In motion operation mode the load holding valves LH1
and LH2 are considered ideal due to high flow gains for
these valves in the fully open position, i.e. the pressures
on each side of the valve are considered equal. Similarly
the pressure dynamics in the pilot chamber is omitted,
due to the small volume of this chamber relative to the
remaining volumes in the system.
The simplified model structure, under the mentioned
assumptions are illustrated in Fig. 7, with lowercase
letters representing linear deviation variables.
xP
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M0
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M
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XP is the cylinder piston position, FC is a Coulomb
friction constant, and γ is a switching parameter. Bv
is a viscous friction coefficient and f (XP , ẊP ) contains
the gravitational load and the Coriolis force. PA , PB ,
PPA , PPB , PPI , PACC are control volume pressures, Vg
is the volume of the gas in the accumulator, QPA1 ,
QPB , QPA2 and QLE are pump flows modelled by the
Wilson pump model using geometric pump displacements D1 , D2 and laminar leakage coefficients K1 ,K2 .
QA , QB , QASV and QBSV are valve flows modelled by
the orifice equation, xvA , xvB , xsv are valve poppet positions modelled as quasi static, i.e. no poppet/spool
dynamics is included. PCR and POP are valve cracking and full open pressures respectively. ω1 and ω2 are
motor shaft speeds, ζ is damping ratio and ωn is bandwidth used for modelling the dynamics of the electrical
motor and drive. KQv , KQsv are valve flow gains and
the motor shaft reference speeds ω1,ref , ω2,ref are the
two system inputs. Finally, the effective bulk modulus
of the oil air mixture, βi , i = {A,B,PA,PB,PI,ACC}
is modelled being pressure dependent using, (Kim and
Murrenhoff, 2012):


− m1
1
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+

(1 − ) 1 + m(Piβ−p
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F
βi (Pi ) =

− m+1
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Figure 7: Simplified model structure for deriving linear model of the system in motion operating
where  is the volumetric air content at atmospheric
mode.
pressure (patm ), βF is the bulk modulus of the pure
pPA
pPB
fluid, m is the pressure dependent bulk modulus gradiqPB
qPA1
are given in Eq. (21) to (23):
ent of the pure fluid and κ is the poly-tropic constant The linearised equations
qPA2
which is set to 1.4, assuming air to behave as an ideal
ω
ẍP = Meq0 −1 (AA (pApACC
− αpB ) − ẋP1 Bv )
(21)
gas and the compression process to be adiabatic. The
β
effective bulk modulus is limited to 7500 bar, to include
ṗA = V (ω1 D1 + ω2 D2 − (2K1 + KM2 ) p + K1 p − ẋAA ) (22)
some mechanical compliance. All model parameters
ω1,ref− p ) + ẋA ) (23)
ṗB = ρ0βV0A0 (−ω1 D1 −qLE
K1 (2p
A
B
A
are listed on page 202.
A

B
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In state space form the dynamics may be represented
as:
ẋM = AM xM + BM uM ,

yM = CM xM

T

0

0

0

 xP 0

BM =  β0 D1
 V
A0

AA

0

(24) The subscript










0


0
0
0


0 0
1 0 
0 M 1 FEXT
eq

The subscriptpA M is used to denote motion
operating
pB
mode.
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qPA2 Holding Mode
5.2 Load
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is denoting load holding mode.

5.3 Electrical Motor Drive Model
The input to the linearised models are the shaft speeds
(ω1 and ω2 ), thus the actuator dynamics has been neglected so far. To include these, a state space representation of the motor, motor drive and motor control
dynamics is derived from Eq. (17) and (18):
ẋu = Au xu + Bu uref ,



1



0
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=

β0 D2AB  M
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0
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yu = Cu xu
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(28)
T
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valves LH1 and 5.4 Combined Linear Models
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The linear models of the system in motion operating
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assumption the simplified model
is illustrated
mode and load holding mode may be obtained by comin Fig. 8, with lowercase letters representing linear
bining the respective models with the actuator models
deviation variables.
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Figure 8: Simplified model system structure in load
holding mode, used for deriving linearised
model.

ẋcM = AcM xcM + BcM uref , yM = CcM xcM




xM
AM BM Cu
xcM =
, AcM =
xu
0
Au




0
BcM =
, CcM = CM 0
Bu

(29)

ẋcLH = AcLH xcLH + BcLH uref , yLH = CcLH xcLH




xLH
ALH BLH Cu
xcLH =
, AcLH =
xu
0
Au




0
BcLH =
, CcLH = CLH 0
(30)
Bu

The linearised equations are given in Eq. (25) to
The subscripts cM and cLH denote the combined linear
(26), and represented in state space as:
models for motion operating mode and load holding
0
ṗPA = VβA0
(ω1 D1 + ω2 D2 − (2K1 + K2 ) pA + K1 pB ) (25)
mode respectively.
β0
The combined linear models from Eq. (29) and (30)
ṗPB =
(−ω1 D1 − K1 (2pB − pA ))
(26)
ρ0 VA0
may be expressed by the transfer function matrices Eq.
ẋLH = ALH xLH + BLH uLH ,
yLH = CLH xLH
(27) (31) and (32), (Philips and Parr, 2011):
T

T

xLH = [pPA pPB ] , uLH = [ω1 ω2 ]
 β0 (2K1 +K2 )

β0 K1
−
VA0
VA0

ALH = 
β0 K1
−2 ρβ0VKA01
ρ VA0
0
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yM (s) = GcM (s)uref (s)
GcM (s) = CcM (sI − AcM )−1 BcM

(31)

yLH (s) = GcLH (s)uref (s)
GcLH (s) = CcLH (sI − AcLH )−1 BcLH

(32)
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5.5 Coupling Analysis
To analyse the degree of cross couplings or interactions in the system, the concept of the Relative Gain
Array (RGA) is used (Glad and Ljung, 2000). In a
multi-variable system the RGA-number may be used
to analyse ”how close” the system is to being a diagonal system, equivalently to indicate the severity of the
off-diagonal elements (cross couplings). If a system is
diagonal, a diagonal controller (decentralised control),
may yield satisfying results. As such a RGA analysis
is often utilised to select proper input/output pairings.
In motion operating mode, three system outputs
(x, pA , pB ) are present. It is not possible to control all
three outputs independently, meaning that the cross
couplings may be investigated for the following three
2×2 sub-matrices of GcM (s):


Gω2 )x
Gω1 )x
(33)
GcM1 (s) =
Gω1 )pA Gω2 )pA


Gω2 )x
Gω1 )x
(34)
GcM2 (s) =
Gω1 )pB Gω2 )pB


Gω1 )pA Gω2 )pA
GcM3 (s) =
(35)
Gω1 )pB Gω2 )pB
The transfer function matrix GcLH (s) is a 2×2 matrix,
meaning that only one input/output pairing must be
investigated:


Gω1 )pPA Gω2 )pPA
GcLH (s) =
(36)
Gω1 )pPB Gω2 )pPB
The Relative Gain Array number (RGA# ) is defined
for diagonal input/output paring in Eq. (37) and offdiagonal pairing in Eq. (38), (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2005):

k,j
RGA#off =

X
k,j


1
−
0
}

0
1




0
−
1
}

1
0



T
G−1
i

Gi ×
|
{z

(37)

RGA Elements

T
G−1
i

Gi ×
|
{z

RGA Elements

(38)
RGA Number [-]

RGA#dia =

X

decoupling utilizing an off-diagonal input/output pairing the RGA#dia and RGA#off attain the values 4 and
0 respectively for all frequencies.
The evaluated RGA-numbers for load holding mode
and motion operation mode are shown in Fig. 9 and
10. In load holding mode, both RGA-numbers are constantly equal to 2 in the considered frequency range.
This means that a proper input/output pairing suited
for a decentralised control strategy can not be identified. For motion operating mode, the three pairings in
Fig. 10 are all seen to yield RGA-numbers highly above
the desired values of 0 and 4 around 2 Hz, which is the
eigenfrequency of the drive at this particular linearisation point. For frequencies below the eigenfrequency
the RGA-numbers are closer to the desired values. As
such the analysis suggests that if decentralised control
strategy should be utilised, the closed loop bandwidths
need to be well below the system eigenfrequency, and
the input/output pairing should be made such that
ω1,ref controls the piston position, while ω2,ref controls
either chamber pressure A or B. However, because the
RGA numbers are still rather far from the desired values of 0 and 4, it is found questionable whether using a
decentralised control approach directly may yield satisfying results.
For both operation modes the coupling analysis reveals rather strong couplings which may render the
performance using decentralised control unsatisfying.
Therefore an alternative approach is desirable.
In Schmidt et al. (2017) a concept for decoupling
the motion dynamics from the chamber pressure dynamics, by transforming the inputs and output states,
are presented. For a pump-controlled system fundamentally different than the one proposed in the current paper, this is shown to effectively decouple the
selected transformed/virtual states. As such a simple
decentralised control structure may be used to control
the transformed states, using conventional linear controllers. This strategy is adopted for the proposed system in the following section.
4

p ( 1,ref ), p PB ( 2,ref)
PA
p ( 2,ref ), p (
)
PB 1,ref
PA

where i = {cM1 , cM2 , cM3 , cLH}, and × here denotes
2
element-by-element multiplication or Hadamard product. k, j is the number of row and columns in the
0 -1
transfer function matrix. For further details on the
10
100
101
RGA and RGA-number the reader may consult Sko(a)
RGA number for G cLH [Hz]
gestad and Postlethwaite (2005) or Glad and Ljung
(2000). Here it suffices to note that in case of ideal
decoupling utilizing a diagonal input/output pairing Figure 9: RGA numbers for diagonal and off-diagonal
input/output pairings evaluated for the
the RGA#dia and RGA#off attain the values 0 and 4
transfer function matrix GLH (s).
respectively for all frequencies, while in case of ideal
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100

50

xP(

5

x P(

0

100

RGA Number [-]

(a)

50

), pA(

2,ref
1,ref

)
)

For load holding mode, the transformed system may
be described in a similar manner as:
ỹLH = GLH Gu W1LH ũLH = G̃cLH ũLH ,

101

RGA number for GM1 [Hz]
xP(

4

x P(

2
0

1,ref

), pB(

), pB(
2,ref

2,ref
1,ref

)
)

100

0 -1
10

100

(b)
RGA Number [-]

2,ref

), pA(

100

0 -1
10
100

1,ref

100

101

A

pA (

1,ref

), pB(

), pB(
2,ref

2,ref
1,ref

)
)

50

0 -1
10

100

(c)

Please note, that for the transformed system operating in load holding mode, the output transformation
matrix W2LH = I.
The transformation matrices W1M , W2M and W2LH
are chosen as static pre and post compensators. Due
to the static gain of Gu being unity, W1M , W2M and
W2LH may be designed by only considering GM and
GLH respectively.

6.1 Transformed System in Motion
Operation Mode

RGA number for GM2 [Hz]
p(

(42)

101

The task of deriving suitable transformation matrices
W1M , W2M and W2LH are divided into subtasks. First
the output transformation in motion operation mode,
W2M , is derived.
6.1.1 Output Transformation

RGA number for GM3 [Hz]

Instead of considering the physical pressure states,
Figure 10: RGA numbers for diagonal and off-diagonal Schmidt et al. (2017) found it desirable to formulate
input/output pairings for GcM1 (s), GcM2 (s) an output transformation (W2LH ) considering more
appropriate pressure states. These appropriate states
and GcM3 (s).
were selected to be the piston position, the virtual load
pressure PL , and the level pressure PH :

6 Control Strategy

PL = PA − αPB , PH = PA + HPB ,

The overall control strategy is to derive a transformed
system, where the evaluated RGA-numbers are significantly closer to the desired values of 0 and 4.
The physical input and output variables are transformed using the pre-compensator W1 and postcompensator W2 (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2005).
Using these compensators or transformation matrices
new virtual states may be defined as: ỹ = W2 y,
ũ = W−1
1 uref .
If defining GM (s), GLH (s) and Gu (s) to be the
transfer function formulation of the dynamic systems
represented by Eq. (24), (27) and (28), the following
may be written (omitting (s) for brevity), for the system operating in motion mode:
uM = Gu uref , uref = W1M ũM ⇒ uM = Gu W1M ũM

(39)

ỹM = W2M yM , yM = GM uM ⇒ ỹM = W2M GM uM

(40)

(43)

The load pressure is proportional to the piston force
and as such closely related to the cylinder motion dynamics. The task is to define H, such that the virtual
level pressure is decoupled from the piston motion/load
pressure. By inserting the non-linear pressure dynamics from Eq. (2) to (5), and assuming β = βA = βB ,
the virtual pressure dynamics may be expressed as:
ṖL = ṖA − αṖB
=

β
ρVA (ρ(QPA1

(44)
2

+ QPA2 ) + α(QPB − AA ẊP (α + ρ))

ṖH = ṖA + H ṖB + ḢPB

(45)




=

β
ρVA

ρ(QPA1 + QPA2 ) − HQPB + AA ẊP (αH − ρ)
|
{z
}
Ψ

Ḣ
+
(PH − PL )
H +α

Substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (40), gives the trans- The assumption of equal bulk modulus in the two conformed system as:
trol volumes is justified in the fact, that in motion operation mode both chamber pressures are kept at an
ỹM = W2M GM Gu W1M ũM = G̃cM ũM ,
(41) elevated level (e.g. 30 bar).
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The term denoted Ψ in Eq. (45) represents a direct
coupling between the piston velocity and the pressure
gradient. To decouple the level pressure from the piston motion H is chosen as ρ/α, yielding Ψ = 0
The last term in Eq. (45) contains Ḣ, which by the
selection of H in fact creates another ẊP dependent
term. The derivative of H is given as:
Ḣ =

−ẊP AA (α + ρ)
VA α

(46)

By the definition of H, the PH dynamics is given by:
β
ṖH =
(ρ(QPA1 + QPA2 ) − HQPB )
ρVA
AA H + 1
− ẊP
(PH − PL )
VA H + α

(47)

Whether the last term in Eq. (47) yields severe cross
coupling is not immediately evident. This has to be
evaluated when the cross-couplings are analysed for the
transformed system in section 6.3. For this purpose
a linear representation of the transformed system is
required.
The linear virtual pressure dynamics may be obtained by inserting the linearised pump flows and expressing ρ as a function of H and α:
ṗL

ṗH

C1
C2
C3
C4
C6

6.1.2 Input Transformation
Virtual inputs, qH qL are defined such that the distribution of the motor speeds ω1 and ω2 is not directly
present in the pressure dynamics. Based on the linear
level and load pressure dynamics in Eq. (48) and Eq.
(49):
qL = ω1 D1 (H0 + 1) + ω2 D2 H0
ω1 D1
qH = ω1 D1 + ω2 D2 −
α

(50)
(51)

This leads to the input transformation matrix, W1M :
ũM = W−1
1M uM
ũM = [qL qH ]T , uM = [ω1 ω2 ]T
#
"
D1 (H0 + 1) D2 H0
−1
W1M =
D2
(D1 − Dα1 )
"
#
αH0
α
− D1 (H
D1 (H0 +α)
0 +α)
W1M =
H α+α
1−α
0

(H0 +α)D2

D2 (H0 +α)

6.2 Transformed System in Load Holding
Mode

In load holding mode only an input transformation matrix, W1LH is derived. This is done by defining virtual
β0
=
(ω1 D1 (H0 + 1) + ω2 D2 H0
inputs directly from the linear pressure dynamics of
VA0 H0

pPA and pPB in Eq. (25) and (26), such that the distriH0
bution
of the individual motor speeds is not present in
(C5 pH−C6 pL ) (48)
− ẋP AA (H0 + α)−
H0 +α
the
pressure
dynamics:

β0
ω1 D1
=
ω1 D1 + ω2 D2 −
qA = D1 ω1 + D2 ω2
(52)
VA0
α

qB = −D1 ω1
(53)
(C1 + C2 )pH + (C3 − C2 )pL + C4 ẋP
−
(49)
−1
α + H0
ũLH = W1LH uLH


2
ũLH = [qA qB ]T , uLH = [ω1 ω2 ]T
= 2α − 2 +
K1 + αK2
"
#
α
0 − D11
ẋ AA (H0 + 1)
W1LH =
(54)
= P0
1
1
β
D2
D2


H0 + 2
K1 + H0 K2
= 2H0 + 1 −
α
6.3 Coupling Analysis of Transformed
AA (H0 + 1)(pH0 − pL0 )
α
Systems
=
, C5 = −
C3
β
H0


To evaluate the cross couplings in the transformed sys2
= 2H0 + 2 +
K1 + H0 K2
tems, linear state space representations, without actuH0
ator dynamics may be established as:

The output transformation matrix W2M may be established as:




xP
1 0 0
ỹM = WM2 yM , ỹM =  pL  , W2M =  0 1 −α 
pH
0 1 H0

ẋT,M = AT,M xT,M + BT,M uT,M ,
T

xT,M = [xP ẋP pL pH ] ,
β0
C7 =
VA0 (H0 + α)

yT,M = CT,M xT,M
T

uT,M = [qL qH ]
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0

1

0

0



v
− MBeq0

AA
Meq0

0








the RGA numbers are evaluated for the transformed
systems and shown in Fig. 11.
AT,M =
β0 AA (H0 +α)
For the transformed system in motion operating
− VA0 H0
−C6 C7
C5 C7
mode a close to ideal decoupling in the entire frequency
−C4 C7
−(C3 − C2 )C7 −(C1 + C2 )C7
range may be observed. By varying the linearization


point, and updating H accordingly, it is found that
0
0


the RGA analysis yields results equivalent to the RGA
0 
1 0 0 0
 β00

numbers shown in Fig. 11. This means that the proC
=
BT,M = 
0 
0 0 0 1
 H0 VA0
 T,M
posed decoupling method, is independent of the operβ0
0
ating point, if H is updated. The analysis shows that
VA0
the transfer function matrix of the transformed system
The subscripts T,M denote the transformed system in is close to diagonal, independently of operating point,
motion operating mode. From the above a 2×2 transfer and may thus be controlled by a diagonal controller
function matrix may be derived, and used to evaluate (decentralised control), by neglecting the system crosscross couplings and for controller design.
couplings (off-diagonal elements). The piston position
The transformed system in load holding mode is de- is to be controlled by q
while pH is paired with qH,ref .
L,ref
noted with the subscript T,LH , and is shown as a state
For the transformed system in load holding mode,
space representation below:
utilizing the input transformation matrix W1LH , results
in a significantly more decoupled system comẋT,LH = AT,LH xT,LH + BT,LH uT,LH ,
pared to the original system (Fig. 9). However, at
yT,LH = CT,LH xT,LH
low frequencies the RGA-numbers are not indicating
T
T
xT,LH = [pPA pPB ] , uT,LH = [qPA qPB ]
an ideally decoupled system. All-together by Fig. 11b

 β0 (2K1 +K2 )
it is still easy to find that pPA must be paired with qA,ref
β0 K1
−
VA0
VA0
and pPB with qB,ref . For now this is done by accepting

AT,LH = 
β0 K1
β0 K1
the
minor cross couplings observed at low frequencies.
−2
ρ0 VA0
ρ0 VA0
To
sum up, it is assessed reasonable to control the
" β0
#


0
transformed
system in both motion operating mode
1 0
VA0
BT,LH =
CT,LH =
and
load
holding
mode using a decentralised control
β0
0 1
0
H0 αVA0
approach. The control strategy is summed up in Fig.
A 2×2 transfer function matrix may be derived to 12. Note that H is updated during operation, to obtain
evaluate cross couplings and for control design pur- proper decoupling as the cylinder moves (H changes).
poses. By including the actuator dynamics (Eq. (28)), Also note that for the position control loop, velocity
feedforward and pressure feedback have been included.
The velocity feedforward gain is H dependent (see. section 7.2), effectively yielding a feedback of the piston
4
position. The consequence of this may be included in
xP(qL,ref), pH(qH,ref)
a linear analysis similar to the one presented in section
2
xP(qH,ref), pH(qL,ref)
6.
RGA Number [-]


 0


 0

0

0
10-3

10-2

(a)

10-1

100

101

Transformed System [Hz]

102

7 Controller Design

RGA Number [-]

From Fig. 12 seven blocks need to be designed for the
system to be operational. These include: level pressure
reference generator, level pressure controller, pressure
pPA(qA,ref ), pPB(qB,ref)
2
feedback filter, position controller, velocity feedforward
pPA(qB,ref), pPB(qA,ref)
gain, PPA controller and finally PPB controller.
0 -4
-2
0
2
Generally the controller design procedure is ap10
10
10
10
proached
in a simple manner in this paper, as the
(b)
Transformed System [Hz]
main purpose is to illustrate the basic working principle of the drive, and the decoupling control stratFigure 11: (a) RGA-numbers for the transformed sys- egy. The design procedure of the linear controllers foltem in motion operating mode. (b) RGA- lows the same pattern. First the most conservative
numbers for the system operated in load design point is chosen by sweeping through different
holding mode.
linearisation points and considering relative stability
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Drive Controller
Transformed / virtual states
PPB

PPA

PPB
reference

+

PPA
reference

+

PL

Input
trans.
(W1LH)

PPA
controller

+

Meq

ω2,ref

+

Level
pressure
controller

PH,ref

Input
trans.
(W1M)

qH,ref

Level pressure
ref. generator

Speed reference, motor 1

PB

Speed reference, motor 2

PPA
PPB

qL,ref

+

XP
PA

Mode
Selection

Filter
PH

DsVP Drive

ω1,ref

Gain (H)

Position
controller

+

XP

PPB
controller

.

XP,ref

Motion
reference
Xref

Physical states

ω1,ref
ω2,ref

M

M

H-update
PH

XP

PL

PA

Output
trans.
(W2M)

XP

PB
PPA
PPB

Figure 12: Schematic of the control structure for the proposed system.
margins. Even though this procedure ensures stability
in the entire operating range, it may also yield unsatisfying performance due to large parameter variations
(e.g. inertia) for the considered crane. For improved
performance it may be beneficial to consider control
structures, that include these parameters variations,
such as gain scheduling or adaptive controllers. When
a design point is chosen, linear controllers are designed
based on desired stability margins.

coupling from

pH
qL,ref

is negligible. The pressure in the

low pressure chamber is defined as 30 bar, while the
pressure in the load-carrying chamber is defined based
on the crane load at a specific piston position.
By varying the piston position in the entire stroke
length (0m to 2.8m) and the piston speed between minimum and maximum velocity (-45mm/s to 45 mm/s),
the position of the open loop poles as a function of different linearisation points are found. This is illustrated
in Fig. 13, where it is found that the placement of the
pole close to origin is of special interest. It is found
7.1 Level Pressure Controller
that the combination of large retraction velocities and
The design of the level pressure controller is based on small piston strokes yield this pole to be placed in the
p
the transfer function q H , assuming that the cross right half of the complex plane.
150

xP0 = 0m, x
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Figure 13: Variation of open loop poles for the transfer Figure 14: Open loop uncompensated Bode plot for
p
pH
.
function q H .
q
H,ref
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By investigating the root locus of the system at 0m
and -45 mm/s, it is evident that a P-controller is able to
stabilize the closed loop system. Utilizing the RouthHurwitz stability criterion (Philips and Parr, 2011), it
is found that the controller gain must be chosen between 0.02 minLBar < Kp < 4.4 minLBar .
To choose an appropriate controller gain within this
range, the frequency response for different linearisation points (excluding those yielding a non-minimum
phase system) are given in Fig. 14. The lowest relative stability margin is occurring at the fully retracted
position, meaning that this is chosen as a conservative
design point. A proportional gain of KP =2.3 minLBar
is selected to yield a gain margin of 6 dB and a phase
margin of 30 deg.
7.1.1 Level Pressure Reference Generator
The level pressure control loop controls a virtual pressure state. For this to be sensible also for the physical
states, an appropriate level pressure reference must be
generated. It is desired that neither PA nor PB decreases below a set pressure pset , which is set to 30
bar. Which of the physical pressures PA or PB is to be
controlled depends on the force working on the piston,
i.e. the pressure in the load carrying-chamber should
not be controlled directly. Therefore a load pressure
dependent switching condition, pL,s , can be defined as
the situation when both chamber pressures equal the
set pressure, (Schmidt et al., 2017):

pL ≤ pL,s

⇒

pA = pset , pB =

pset − pL
α

(57)

From the definition of pH in Eq. (43) a load pressure
reference may be calculated as:

pL + (α + H)pset for pL > pL,s
(58)
pH,ref =
p −p
for pL ≤ pL,s
pset + H setα L
The level pressure reference is thus a function of the
load and set pressure as well as H. Examples of the
load pressure reference values are shown in Fig. 15.
By controlling the pressure in the low pressure chamber using a virtual level pressure instead of the chamber pressure directly, it is not necessary to define which
physical pressure to control. This is taken care of by
the construction of the level pressure. This ensures
smooth transition between operating quadrants (e.g direction of load force).

7.2 Motion Controller
The design of the motion controller is based on the
transfer function q x . Similarly to the design of the
L,ref

104
xP0= 0m (H = 75)

1
0

Load Pressure [Bar]
xP0=1m (H = 1.98)

500

0

xP0=2.8m (H = 0.09)

xP0=2m (H = 0.51)

-100

-50

0

50

100

150

Load Pressure [Bar]
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Figure 15: Examples of level pressure reference values
as a function of load pressure evaluated using Eq. (58) for different piston positions.
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Phase [deg]

Level Pressure
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Level Pressure
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level pressure controller, the linearisation point is varied to identify a conservative design point, using the
open loop frequency response. It is found that the
influence of varying the piston speed is insignificant,
meaning that it suffices to vary the piston position.
In Fig. 16 the frequency responses at different piston
positions are shown.
It is seen that the relative stability margins are smallpA = pB = pset ⇒ pL,s = pset (1 − α)
(55) est at the linearisation point, yielding the lowest eigenfrequency. Due to the increased inertia load for inAssuming the lower chamber pressure to equal pset the creasing piston position, the design point is selected at
chamber pressures may be described by:
the fully extended position.
The system is observed to be poorly damped. To
pL > pL,s ⇒ pB = pset , pA = pL + αpset
(56) increase the damping of the system, the load pressure

0
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xP0 = 2.8 m

xP0 =

-200
-400

10-2
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Frequency [Hz]
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Figure 16: Open loop frequency response at different
linearisation points for the transfer function
xp /qL,ref . Meq is included.
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Figure 17: Comparison of frequency responses for
the transfer function xp /qL,ref (blue) and
?
xp /qL,ref
(red).
is fed back through a high pass filter (Pedersen and
Andersen, 2018):
?
qL,ref = qL,ref
− pL Gc,PF (s)
s
Gc,PF (s) = KPF
s + ωPF

pPA = pPB =

pPA = pPB = 1 bar
pPA = pPB = 10 bar
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With Pressure Feedback
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50
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Figure 18: Open loop frequency responses for

pPA
qA,ref

at

different linearisation points.
gradient ṗL = 0:
qL,FF = AA (H + α)ẊP,ref

(62)

7.3 Pressure Controller

The pressure controllers when operating in load hold(60) ing mode are chosen as PI controllers (Eq. (61)), because it is crucial that no steady state pressure error is
The pole of the high pass filter, Gc,PF , is placed one present during transition between operation modes, to
decade lower than the lowest system eigenfrequency avoid load dropping.
The controllers are designed based on the transfer
and KPF has been adjusted to yield a damping ratio
p
p
of approximately 0.5. To avoid propagation of mea- functions q PA and q PB respectively. In Fig. 18 the
A,ref
B,ref
surement noise, a low pass filter may be added in the open loop frequency response for the former is shown
pressure feedback path. The cut-off frequency of this at different linearisation points (varying line pressures).
filter, should be selected above the system eigenfre- It is seen that the conservatively chosen design point
quency and below the frequency of the measurement must be selected as the linearisation point with the
noise. This is not considered in the current simulation largest line pressures. The same may be shown for
pB
study, as measurement noise has not been included.
qB,ref , which is left out for brevity.
The effect of including the pressure feedback is clearly
Based on the transfer functions evaluated at the
illustrated in Fig. 17, where the damping ratio of the
maximum allowed system pressure, PI controllers have
system is seen to be significantly increased.
been designed yielding stability margins of 8 dB and
x
Based on the transfer function q? p , a PI controller
40 deg for both pressure control loops.
L,ref
has been designed to yield (minimum) relative stability
margins of 6 dB and 45 deg for the considered conser8 Simulation Results
vative linearisation point:
The performance of the proposed DvSP system and
(61) the derived control structure is evaluated by solving the non-linear dynamic equations from section 4
The controller coefficients are found to KP = 6.3 and the derived control structure. For this purpose a
L
L
min mm , KI = 6.1 min mm s , placing the controller zero MatLAB/Simulink environment has been used in this
approximately one decade lower than the lowest system study.
eigenfrequency.
To improve the position tracking ability, velocity
8.1 Motion Operating Mode
feedforward as illustrated in Fig. 12 is implemented.
The feedforward flow reference qL,FF , is calculated by In Fig. 19 the performance of the system performing
combining Eq. (48) and (50) and setting the pressure the motion trajectory in section 3 is presented. Note
Gc,M (s) =

KP s + KI
s
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Figure 19: Performance of the proposed DvSP system performing the trajectory presented in section 3. The
grey areas indicate that the system is operated in load holding mode, while being controlled in
motion operation mode between these. (a) Piston position; (b) Piston velocity and reference; (c)
Piston position error; (d) Piston velocity error; (e) Pressure in the piston chamber and adjacent
transmission line; (f) Pressure in the rod chamber and adjacent transmission line.
sures that the load holding valves remains fully open
as desired. Also note that even at full speed the differences between pressures PA , PPA and PB , PPB respectively are small, i.e. the pressure drops across the
In Fig. 19a to Fig. 19d the motion tracking perfor- load holding valves in the fully open position are small.
mance is visualised. Generally, rather accurate motion This is essential for energy-efficient operation.
A last thing to note from Fig. 19 is that the contracking is present in the entire trajectory, where the
cept
of controlling the level pressure, yields a smooth
maximum position error is kept well within ±1mm.
transition
between operation quadrants.
The largest position/velocity errors are present during
the acceleration phase, where low frequency and amplitude velocity oscillations are also seen to be present. 8.2 Load Holding Mode and Mode
These oscillations are found to originate from a swingTransition
ing payload. The oscillations are suppressed at a slow
rate (≈20s), meaning that a room for improvement in In load holding mode two important operations are reterms of re-designing the active oscillation damping is quired:
present.
1. Elevate the transmission line pressures to equal
Regarding the level pressure control, it is found that
the chamber pressures during transition between
the low pressure chamber is successfully controlled to
load holding mode and mode operation mode.
the vicinity of the set pressure (30 bar). Deviations of
This is needed to avoid load drop and non smooth
a few bar from the set pressure is observed, especially
transition.
as the piston position is increased. This is related to
the conservative controller design approach leading to
2. Reduce energy consumption when load is stationthe level pressure being designed for the fully retracted
ary.
position. The level pressure control is of secondary
importance compared to the motion performance and Fig. 20 is a zoomed-in version of Fig. 19, where the
therefore the small pressure deviations are not a con- transition between the two operation modes is highcern. Most importantly, the level pressure control en- lighted.
that in the first and last approximately 20 s in Fig.
19 (grey areas), the system is controlled in load holding mode, while it is controlled in motion operating
between these.
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Figure 20: Transition between operation modes. (a) PA and PPA in transition between load holding and motion
operating mode; (b) PA and PPA in transition between motion operating and load holding mode;
(c) PB and PPB in transition between load holding and motion operating mode; (d) PB and PPB
in transition between motion operating and load holding mode; (e) Piston position in transition
between load holding and motion operating mode; (f) Piston position in transition between motion
operating and load holding mode.
In Fig. 20a, 20c and 20e the focus is on the transition
between load holding mode to motion operation mode.
During transition (from 12 s to 14 s), the pressure
in the transmission line adjacent to the load-carrying
chamber, in this case PPB , is controlled to equal the
pressure in the cylinder chamber, PB . The load holding valves are still fully closed. When PPB has settled at PB , PA is increased in order to open the load
holding valves. When the pressures PA and PPA are
slightly larger than the cracking pressure (≈ 1 bar) of
the load holding valves, the operating mode is changed
to motion mode. In motion mode the lowest chamber
pressure is further increased, to a value well above the
full open pressure of the load holding valves. In Fig.
20e it may be seen that the piston position is steady
until the lowest pressure has reached the cracking pressure of the load holding valve. During the transition
period, the piston position is uncontrolled, leading to a
slight drift in piston position. This is corrected as the
system enters motion operation mode.

holding mode and the transmission lines pressures are
actively controlled to equal the accumulator pressure
in order to reduce the energy consumption. In Fig.
20f it is observed that during the transition period, the
piston position drifts approximately 0.5 mm. Because
the cylinder is locked in load holding mode, this cannot
be corrected. The position drift of 0.5 mm results in

In Fig. 20b, 20d and 20f the focus is on the transition between motion operating mode and load holding
mode. In the transition period (177s to 180 s) the Figure 21: (a) Pressure difference across pumps during
mode transition and in load holding mode.
pressure in the low pressure chamber is reduced to the
(b) Shaft speeds during mode transition and
cracking pressure of the load holding valves. When
in load holding mode.
this pressure is reached, the system is operated in load
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a movement of up 5.2 mm of the tool-center, for the
crane considered in this investigation. To reduce this,
further investigation into handling this mode transition
is needed.
The active utilization of the load holding mode to decrease energy consumption, i.e. the load holding valves
are not only a safety measure, requires that the pump
torque is reduced in load holding mode. This is done
by setting the reference pressures for the transmission
line control to equal the current accumulator pressure.
As illustrated by Fig. 21, this reduces the pressure difference across both pumps to ≈ 0 bar, reducing shaft
torques, in turn reducing current losses in the motor.
From Fig. 21 the shaft speed is seen to decrease to
0 RPM, when the load is carried by the load holding
valves, reducing the shaft power to 0 W.

9 Conclusion

Key Parameter List
Description

Value

α
βF

γ
κ
ωn
ζ
AA
AB

Cylinder area ratio
Bulk modulus of pure fluid
Volumetric air content in oil
Switching parameter
Poly-tropic constant
Bandwidth, el. motor
Damping ratio, el. motor
Piston Area
Rod Area

0.48 [-]
15000 bar
0.75 %
5000 [-]
1.4 [-]
30 Hz
0.7 [-]
491 cm2
236 cm2

Bv

Viscous friction constant

40000

D1

Geometric displacement

26

D2
FC

Geometric displacement
Coulomb friction constant

28
5000 N

Ns
m
cm3
rev
cm3
rev

In this paper a self-contained pump-controlled cylinmL
K1
Leakage coefficient, pump 1
5.4 minbar
der drive with a pressure controlled hydraulic lock is
mL
proposed. A simple hydraulic architecture based on
K2
Leakage coefficient, pump 2
11.4 minbar
two variable-speed electrical motors each connected to
KQv
Flow gain, LH1 and LH2
127 minL√bar
a fixed-displacement hydraulic pump, with an innovaKQsv
Flow gain, shuttle valve
0.3 minL√bar
tive load holding sub-circuit is presented. The funcm
Bulk modulus gradient
11.4 [-]
tionality of the load holding sub-circuit requires that
the lowest cylinder chamber pressure is controlled accuP0
Accumulator precharge pres.
1.1 bar
rately, without affecting the motion performance of the
PCR
Cracking pressure
10 bar
cylinder piston, which is found non-trivial due to sePOP
Full open pressure
20 bar
vere cross couplings in the system. Therefore a control
V0A
Initial volume
2.0 L
strategy aiming on state decoupling is derived based on
V0B
Initial volume
72.3 L
input/output transformations. An analysis shows that
the cross couplings in the transformed system are sigVPA
Line PA-volume
0.5 L
nificantly decreased, and a simple decentralised control
VPB
Line PB-volume
0.5 L
strategy is adopted for controlling the transformed sysVPI
Pilot Line volume
0.1 L
tem. Simulation results confirm the applicability of the
VACC Accumulator volume
288.0 L
drive architecture and the proposed decoupling strategy. Good position tracking performance and pressure
V0
Accumulator line volume
1.0 L
control as well as smooth transition between operation
quadrants are demonstrated. Furthermore, a close to
bump-less transition between load holding and motion
mode are seen, showing that a potential for utilising
the load holding functionality actively to reduce energy References
consumption when the load is to be kept stationary, is
present. The simulation results suggest a potential for Brahmer, B. CLDP - Hybrid Drive using Servo Pump
in Closed Loop. In Proceedings of the 8th Internafuture load carrying applications to be based on the
tional Fluid Power Conference, Dresden, Germany,
proposed concept.
March 26-28. pages 93–102, 2012.
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